
 

Product description  opusR RACF-data warehouse 

 

opusR is monitoring, data collection and analysis 
 
opusR collects the necessary data for security checks from different, 
heterogenous sources and brings them into a standardized, consistent 
form. The evaluation of this data warehouse takes place with 
standard SQL whereby many, sometimes complex queries are built in 
as a simple command. Output and further processing on z/OS and 
client platforms are included. Data storage is cross-system and can 
take place even on a system that is not the monitored system. 

opusR data warehouse 
 
Data is collected from very heterogeneous sources. These data are 
transformed by opusR into a standardized form which can be 
evaluated by relational means.  

RACF-database 

Die RACF-database is taken over with all information from the 
FLATFILE.  

Control block information 

Safety relevant information is collected from various control blocks 
(APF-Libraries, LINKLIST et. Al.) 

RACF Commands 

All executed RACF commands are recorded directly from the RACF 
command exit and placed in a relationship to the RACF database.  

Access data 

All accesses to resources are recorded by opusR at the RACF exits. Our 
largest customer has more than 2,000,000,000 hits per day, at the 
peak we measured 120,000 hits per second.  
This data is put in relation to the RACF database. (Explanation: The 
resource SYS1.PARMLIB is protected by the profile SYS1.**.)  
Since the RACF database is constantly changing, these relationships 
are also updated to keep the relation consistent.. 
 

At a glance 

opusR is a data warehouse of all 

safety-relevant information around 

RACF.  

The data is obtained from existing 

sources or generated by monitoring.  

Analysis tool and batch output on 

different platforms included. 

No training effort, no own language.  

10 years on the market, very good 

price-performance ratio. 

 

Key Features 

24x7 full RACF monitoring  

Data warehouse linked to each other 

via essential RACF data sources with 

data consistency 

Storage of ALL accesses Long-term 

due to compaction option 

Data cube analysis architecture 

Complex analyses as line commands 

Hundreds of reports can be 

generated 



opusR evaluations 
 
The data cube architecture of the opusR data enables access via 6 
levels through our display and allows analyses in any direction.  
 
The dialogue is simple and intuitive. You do not need to learn an 
evaluation language.  
 
From each selection result, you can branch endlessly into new 
selections. Each result can be grouped for a quick overview. Depth 
analyses can be carried out quickly. Single line commands often 
perform complex analyses. An example can be found in the box on 
the left. 
 
A batch evaluation can be generated from each evaluation with a 
simple keystroke. Data can be output to a file, USS path (network 
drive) or mail. 
 
These evaluations are the basis for cleanups, revisions, audits and 
reports. Commands can be generated from the dialog display with a 
command, which allow any further processing. 
 

opusR and Identity-Management 
 
Modern user administrations assign and withdraw rights from users 
via IAM (Identity Access Management) systems. The withdrawal of 
rights when changing an activity is a prerequisite required by external 
auditors. 
 
opusR creates roles in simple dialog steps according to the minimum 
principle for any IAM system, allows their revision in dialog and 
batch. Existing groups are included. 

Example 

Question:  

Which permits of a group are used 

how? 

Answer:  

- Search for users in the group and 

their used resources in the CONNECT 

period. 

- Search profiles authorized by the 

group  

- Match profiles and resources and 

determine the highest access date. 

 

Technical 

requirements 

z/OS 2.1 or higher 

RACF from 1.1.9 

DB2 10.0 or higher 


